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0) Introduction  
There are several applicable clauses in this chapter. The focus is on monitoring and measuring, 
measurement equipment, and laboratory controls. Some new requirements e.g. calibration labs, need 
explanation to understand IATF’s intent. There have been many NCs written on this area. 
 
1) 7.1.5 , 7.1.5.1 Monitoring and measuring resources (ISO9001)   
(Clause Description-Paraphrase)  

The organization shall determine and provide reliable monitoring and measuring resources to ensure 

products and services conforms to requirements. The organization shall ensure that the resources 

provided: (a) are suitable for the specific type of monitoring and measurement activities being 

undertaken; (b) are maintained to ensure their continuing fitness for their purpose. Appropriate 

documented information as evidence of fitness for purpose of the monitoring and measurement 

resources shall be retained 

 
 (Highlights of the clause)  
• (Ref to old Standards) There has been a similar clause 7.6. Control of monitoring and measuring 

equipment, in the old version of ISO9001, which was lengthy and complicated.  

• The new clause only takes the first portion of the older clause. Additionally, it is also simplified. 
It states the organization shall provide resources (a) suitable for the specific type of monitoring 
and measurement activities being undertaken; (b) maintain the resources to ensure continued 
fitness for their purpose. 

• The requirement becomes more readable. One subtle change is from ‘equipment’ to ‘resource’, 
but there is no real significance in terms of controls. You can continue to use the word 
‘equipment’ without penalty. 

• There is another Clause 7.1.5.2 Measurement Traceability, that deals with the traceability 
matter (2nd portion of the old clause). And there is also a third related clause 7.1.5.2.1 that deals 
with Calibration/Verification records. 

• Documented information shall be retained as evidence. 
 

(Compliance Best Practice) 
 

7.1.5 , 7.1.5.1 Monitoring and measuring resources 
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1. To ensure suitable equipment has been selected, an organization should be able to 
explain how equipment are decided. For example, why a calliper is used instead of a 
height gauge.  

2. There is generally no need for documented evidence, but convincing answers should be 
ready. 

3. IATF Auditor will certainly ask to see a master list of Monitoring and Measurement 
equipment, and you should have this ready. The list shall include all measuring 
equipment: lab and field equipment, measuring jigs and fixtures. See Exhibit 15-1. 

 

 
2) 7.1.5.2 Measurement Traceability (ISO9001)  
(Clause Description-Paraphrase)  

When measurement traceability is a requirement, or is considered by the organization to be an 

essential part of providing confidence in the validity of measurement results, measuring equipment 

shall be: (a) calibrated or verified, or both, at specified intervals, or prior to use, against measurement 

standards traceable to international or national measurement standards; when no such standards 

exist, the basis used for calibration or verification shall be retained as documented information; (b) 

identified in order to determine their status; (c) safeguarded from adjustments, damage or 

deterioration that would invalidate the calibration status and subsequent measurement results.  

The organization shall determine if the validity of previous measurement results has been adversely 

affected when measuring equipment is found to be unfit for its intended purpose, and shall take 

appropriate action as necessary 

NOTE A number or another identifier traceable to the device calibration record meets the intent of 

the requirements in ISO 9001 :2015.  

 

 (Highlights of the clause)  
• This is the second part of the Clause 7.6 of the previous ISO9001:2008 standard. Essentially 

nothing has changed but wordings are not the same. It becomes more readable. 

• Measurement traceability is not mandatory for ISO9001. Its provision shall be based on 
customer or internal requirement. However, for IATF, traceability is required. 

• Refer to clause content a) to c).  Actions shall be taken if an equipment is found to be unfit for 
use. 
 

(Compliance best practice) 

 

7.1.5.2 Measurement Traceability 

• Measurement traceability means traceable to international standards, or the national 
equivalent. In practice, this means accreditation to ISO/IEC 17025, or to the  national 
equivalent. 

• Accreditation certificate of the calibration lab shall be ready for verification 

 

 

3) 7.1.5.2.1 Calibration/Verification records (IATF16949)  

(Clause Description-Paraphrase)  

A documented process  is needed to manage calibration/verification records. Records of the 

calibration/verification activity for all gauges and measuring and test equipment (including employee-

owned equipment relevant for measuring, customer-owned equipment, or on-site supplier-owned 

equipment) needed to provide evidence of conformity to internal, legal, and customer requirements 

shall be retained. Calibration/verification activities and records shall include the following details: (a) 
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revisions due to engineering changes; (b) incidents of out-of-calibration readings; (c) assessment of 

the risk caused by the out-of-calibration condition; (d), records previous measurement results 

obtained with this piece of test equipment, last calibration date and the next due dates; (e) notification 

to the customer if suspect product or material has been shipped; (f) statements of conformity to 

specification after calibration/verification; (g) verification that the software version used for product 

and process control is as specified; (h) records of the calibration and maintenance activities for all 

gauging); (i) production-related software verification used for product and process control  

 

(Interpretation & Comments) 
• (Ref to old Standards). There had been a similar Clause, 7.6.2 of the same title, in the previous 

ISO/TS 16949. The content has been much expanded.  

• A documented process is now needed for managing records and calibration/verification 
activities and records.  

• All employee-owned, customer-owned, and onsite-supplier owned equipment are subjected to 
this control, as before. 

• .Records shall include information of (a) to (i) of the requirements.  

• A few new things being added as requirement: software versions used for product and process 
control required for calibration; and notification records to customer in the event that product 
conformities are affected by out of specs equipment. 

 

(Compliance best practice) 

 

7.1.5.2.1 Calibration/Verification records 

• An organization shall have an master list of monitoring and measuring equipment, 
showing all the equipment, equipment reference code, type of calibration, frequency of 
calibration, calibration date and next due date. See Exhibit 15-1 for a specimen. Note that 
the listing shall also include software for product and process control. 

• The master list is further cascaded down to individual equipment. See Exhibit 15-2.  

• And when an equipment fails between calibrations, there is a great risk of non-conforming 
parts flowing out to customers. You need to respond and check on many things in 
mitigation: notifications to customers, actions taken for out-of-calibration are recorded 

and reported.  This is best recorded in another form, as evidence for compliance.  See 
Exhibit 15-3. 

• Calibration certificate of an equipment must have the accreditation body’s logo and Lab’s 
membership number (normally the national accreditation body’s) on the certificate. If 
there is no logo printed on the certificate, it means the lab is not accredited for the 
particular test. It is not wrong use of stationery as the labs might claim. 

•  Also note that calibration and verification reports shall be approved by a responsible 
authority internally and indicated on the reports. A phrase “approved for use” and signed, 
or affix a personalized stamp is sufficient to satisfy item (g) of the requirement. 

 
 
4) 7.1.5.3.1 Internal laboratory (IATF16949)  
(Clause Description-Paraphrase)  

An organization's internal laboratory facility shall have a defined scope that includes its capability to 

perform the required inspection, test, or calibration services. This laboratory scope shall be included 

in the quality management system documentation. The laboratory shall specify and implement, as a 

minimum, requirements for: (a) adequacy of the laboratory technical procedures; (b) competency of 

the laboratory personnel; (c) testing of the product;  (d) capability to perform these services correctly, 
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traceable to the relevant process standard; when no national or international standard(s) is available, 

a methodology shall be defined to verify measurement system capability; (e) customer requirements, 

if any; (f) review of the related records.  

NOTE says accreditation to ISO17025 is not necessary. 

. 

 (Highlights of the clause)  
• (Ref to old Standards). There had been a similar clauses, 7.6.3.2.1 of the same title, in the old 

version of ISO/TS16949. It is almost a word-for-word reproduction of the old clause. 

• The only exception is point (e), customer requirement is now a point of consideration. 

• Should spell out the capability relevant info (a) to (f) 
 

(Compliance best practice) 

 

7.1.5.3.1 Internal laboratory 

• Compliance of this clause requires the organization to list down all the testing capabilities 
(can be by category e.g. dimension, force, mass etc.). See Exhibit 15-4 for a specimen.  

• Next, you can infer competency by listing down the tests, test methods/work instructions, 
customer requirement, competency requirement, technicians/operators etc. See Exhibit 
15-4. 

• IATF Auditor may sample from the list for competency. Example: if you indicate technician 
competency is trained on calibration by an external lab, then certificates should be 
available as evidence. 

 

 

5) 7.1.5.3.2 External laboratory (IATF16949)  
(Clause Description-Paraphrase)  

External/commercial/independent laboratory facilities used for inspection, test or calibration services 

by the organization shall have a defined laboratory scope that includes the capability to perform the 

required inspection, test or calibration, either  (a) accredited to ISO/IEC 17025 or national equivalent 

(e.g., CNAS-CL01 in China, see SI-10), (b) evidence that the external laboratory is acceptable to the 

customer 

NOTE 1 gives allows second party audit using customer-approved method 

NOTE 2 Calibration by the equipment manufacturer is still allowed, but organization should ensure 

that the lab meets the requirements listed in 7.1.5.3.1  

 

(Highlights of the clause)  
• (Ref to old Standards). There had been a similar clauses, 7.6.3.2 of the same title. 

There had been no change from the previous requirement.  

• The external lab performing calibration will be checked on their accreditation as well 
as their scope of services.  

• When calibration services are performed by equipment manufacturers, it is still 
allowed with conditions. In the past, this was generally taken lightly, but now it is 
under control.  

• Second party audit of calibration, lab is also allowed, but customer approved needed 
and method shall be used is approved by customer. 

 

(Compliance best practice) 
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7.1.5.3.2 External laboratory 

• The calibration lab used must provide evidence of accreditation and the scope authorized.  

• For using  labs not accredited to ISO/IEC17025, organization needs to obtain waiver from 
relevant customers.  

• Some equipment can only be calibrated by the OEM. They are still permitted to do so, with 
conditions., as below: 
o obtain customer waiver for their use. This can be just a letter from all customers 

affected. This is the best option. 
o provide evidence of the OEM’s compliance to 7.1.5.3.1. See Exhibit 15-5. 
o 2nd Party audit of the calibration lab is also allowed with customer approval. 

•  2nd Party audit of the calibration lab is not preferred as the lab auditing is a specialized 
skill that needs special training 

 

6) SIs & FAQs 
  

            SI  Nbr         IATF Clause                    Description 

    

    

               FAQ I           ATF Clause               Questions and Answers 
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 7) Supplementary Notes 
 Legend: HOC= Highlights of Clause, CBP= Compliance Best Practice, S&Q= SIs & FAQ, EXH= Exhibits 

Clause Section Clarification Subjects 

7.1.5, 
7.1.5.1 

CBP SN15-1. On basis of choice for measurement equipment, where 
can we get some guidelines? 

7.1.5, 
7.1.5.1 

CBP SN15-2. Will IATF auditor really check on equipment suitability 
stated in the above question? 

7.1.5.3.2 CBP SN15-3. Why do we ask for the accreditation certification of 
calibration lab? Isn’t a company number given by the national 
standard adequate? 

7.1.5.3.2 CBP SN15-4. What are the common equipment that needs equipment 
manufacturers to calibrate. 

71521 CBP SN15-5. What is  software for product and process control? How is 
this calibrated? 

 
SN15-1. On basis of choice for measurement equipment, where can we get some guidelines? 
This is a section in AIAG MSA reference manual, discussing on this subject. Please refer. 
 
SN15-2. Will IATF auditor really check on equipment suitability stated in the above question? 
An auditor may only ask this kind of questions when an equipment chosen seems inappropriate. 
Example, the control plan says a dimension is to be measured by callipers, but a height gauge is used 
in the production line. The IATF auditor will naturally ask which is the correct method, and what is the 
basis of the decision. 
 
SN15-3. Why do we ask for the accreditation certification of calibration lab? Isn’t a company number 
given by the national standard adequate? 
Although the membership is given by the accredited lab, the scope does matter. The scope is stated 
on the certificate or attached as an addendum. Not all members are accredited to do all sorts of tests 
and permitted to calibrate all kinds of measuring equipment. Additionally, there is also an expiry date 
of the accreditation cert. An expired accreditation certificate is not an admissible evidence of validity. 
 
SN15-4. What are the common equipment that needs equipment manufacturers to calibrate. 
Common equipment are CMM, torque wrench, machine operating software, colour meter, some 
process control software etc. 

 
SN15-5. What is  software for product and process control? How is this calibrated? 
Software for operations control generally has the capability to judge, calculate etc, and controlled by 
the settings. These settings may deviate with usage and time, and calibration is needed. Examples are 
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robotic welders, automatic load cells for chemical mixing etc. In the lab, there are also measurement 
software on plating or paint thickness. They are either calibrated with another software or another 
method for comparison. If the outcome is not obtained, the software is out of order and need 
adjustments. 
 
 8) Exhibits 
 

Exhibit 15-1. Equipment Master List 
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Exhibit 15-2. Individual Equipment Calibration Records 
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Exhibit 15-3.  Calibration Incident Records 
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Exhibit 15-4 Internal lab capability 
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Exhibit 15-5. Evidence  by non-ISO17025 OEM-page 1 
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Exhibit 15-5. Evidence  by non-ISO17025 OEM-page 2 

 

 
>>  End of Chapter 15 << 

 
 


